
Jacob Wrestles with God 
Theme- We surrender to God's Will 
Scripture-  Genesis 32:22-31 
Video Connection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zIbU866z6A 
Songs- “Drops in the Ocean” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52GB7J_be7Y 
             “Oh, Be Careful Little One” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqFrXwpTI-w 
              “Have Thine Own Way, Lord” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D29AE8YVSFU 
   
Objects- Bible; ice cubes, all roughly the same size (1 per child and 1 for leader); bowl; 
straws; salt; paper towels; a hair dryer and access to electricity 
 
Lesson- Put the ice cubes in a bowl and keep them frozen until you’re ready to use 
them. Set out the rest of the supplies. Keep the hair dryer out of sight until you use it. 
You’ll need to be near an electrical outlet. 

      Have you ever watched a wrestling match? Wrestling is a popular sport all over the 
world. Wrestlers have to be strong and determined to win. Wrestling isn’t a modern 
invention, though. It’s one of the oldest sports in the world, and it dates back thousands 
of years. 

     Have children show you their best wrestler face and pose. 
In today’s Bible lesson, Jacob spent an entire night wrestling with an angel of God. After 
an entire night of wrestling, God’s angel told Jacob to walk away. Jacob left the 
wrestling match with a new name and a limp from his hurt hip. 
   
   We sometimes struggle with God, too. We may want to do things our way instead of 
His way. When is it hard for you to obey God? (Allow time for responses.) 
   
     Give each child a paper towel. Explain that they’re in charge now. They’ll each have to 
choose how they think they can most quickly melt an ice cube. They can use a straw to 
blow hot air on it, sprinkle salt on it, or hold it to try to melt it most quickly. Pass around 
the supplies so kids can choose, then distribute the ice cubes. 
     Give kids one minute to try to melt their ice cube using their chosen method. 
Meanwhile, turn on the hair dryer and blow hot air on your ice cube. 
Call time, then compare everyone’s efforts. 
     How did your way compare to my way of melting the ice cube? Why was my way 
more effective? 
     My ice cube melted much faster because I had more power. And with God’s power, 
we can do greater things. We can stop doing things our way. We can surrender to God’s 
will and trust that He knows best. 
 

Pray Dear God, please help us remember that You are the One who knows what’s best 
for us. We can surrender to Your will and trust You. In Jesus’ name, amen. 
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Group Activities 
 

WRESTLE FOR BLESSINGS: 
The teacher can place many slips of paper around the room, under and over things in the room, 
with BLESSINGS written on each slip of paper. Children will run to find a blessing and bring back 
to the WRESTLE FOR BLESSINGS poster board and tape onto the board and run out around the 
designated area to find another blessings. Play for as long as time allows. Let children stand at 

the board and read the blessings out loud to each other, taking turns. Encourage children to 
raise their hands if THEY have received ONE of the blessings that is read out loud. 

DOMINO WRESTLING: 
Divide the children into two teams. Give each team the same amount of dominoes and have 
each team stand their dominoes all up next to each other and the teams will wrestle against 
each other to see who can stand all the dominoes up the quickest and then at the same time, 

each team will touch the first domino and watch them all fall! Tell children there will be a 
wrestling match in our Bible story today. 

WRESTLING TUG OF WAR: 
Let children takes turns at playing tug of war, individually. They can keep asking the other side 

of the rope if they GIVE UP? Continue to play, giving all children a chance to TUG against another 
player, as time allows. 

GIVE UP? 
Let children take turns doing something that they think the other children can't do. All the other 

children will attempt to do that activity. The child that is leading them will keep saying, GIVE UP? 
Let other children be the leader if desired to give their classmates something to try and do 

together. 

WRESTLE MANIA: 
Divide the children into teams and the first person of each team can begin the wrestle mania 

with first an arm wrestle, a short RUNNING through an obstacle course and a quick "wrestling" 
to the candy box and back to their teams. The next 2 people of the teams will continue to do the 

same until everyone has played the mania! 

 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 



 


